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Discover your own pace and 
confidently pursue your writing goals.

Creating a sustainable writing routine sounds simple until military life feels way bigger 
than us and throws our planner out the door. 

Military life is unpredictable. So is creative work. We might want to control our writing 
because so much of military life can be out of our hands. 

So after years of uncertainty as a Military Spouse, I learned that we can turn our 
writing time into a time to refresh instead of toil. We can give ourselves the gift of play, 
flexibility, and curiosity. 

Because we all have a story within us. Stories help shape us, change us, free us, and 
when we are brave enough to communicate them, stories enhance empathy and 
connection. 

One story can lay the groundwork for growth and change. But how can we make time 
to tell our story in the complicated chapters of military life? We get creative. 
Dive in and let writing be a place to rest, to heal, to communicate, and when you are 
ready to let your story go- to impact the community around us. 

LET THE WORDS work
Lindsay Swoboda & Legacy Team 
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Reimagine what writing looks like
A fruitful writing life includes progress, not perfection, and pivoting when we need to. 
Every time we sit down to write improves our storytelling skills. Some days you may only 
have 10-20 minutes to write, and that is enough. Sometimes that has to be enough. 

Reflect:

1

2 Set something down to pick writing up
This work matters to you, which means some of the other things in your life might need 
your grace and permission to slide as you do the extra writing work. 

Reflect:

3  Help! Who can you ask and how will you ask?
Asking for help is hard but necessary. Share your commitment to writing with those 
dear to you.

Reflect:

Can writing be a place that rejuvenates you, not one more thing to 
do?
What is your most creative time/when do you have the most energy, 
and can you fit in 10-20 minutes to write in that space?
What is your backup time?

What can you set down for a season so that you can pick up time to 
write?
What can you be just okay at for a while? 

What does help look like for you right now?
Who do you need to ask to come alongside you in your creative jour-
ney?
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4 Catch the inspiration as it comes
Your everyday life is packed with stories. It is full of moments that beg to be captured. 
We need a place to put ideas down as they come. 
This does not mean the ideal writing desk and shiny laptop. 
We can get creative in how we catch our inspiration. 

Reflect:

5 What materials and space do you need to write? Consider what also feels good to 
have as you sit down for a creative session.

Debunk the myths of where you need to be to write and what tools you think you 
need to have.
Now get creative! How else are you going to catch your inspiration?
You could leave notebooks on the kitchen counter, in your car, at the bottom of 
your stroller if you have little ones.
You can also utilize your voice or notes app on your phone, email yourself, try 
some different ways to jot the idea down as it comes to you.

Do you like hot coffee? 
Giant water bottle? 
Lit candle? 
You can’t always set yourself up, but it is nice to consider a small 
ritual for yourself before you dive into the work.
As well as a laptop/phone, do you also have a central notebook and 
pen to capture your thoughts?
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Think about the spaces you have to write:

6 Choose 3 Reset Activities that are NOT related to writing
We are going to get stuck in creative work. It happens. And sometimes we have 
to buckle down and do the work, and that is warranted. However, sometimes our 
bodies and minds need a break from that blinking cursor! Set yourself up with 3 go-
to activities that you can do to reset your writing. You can be brave enough to set the 
writing down when you need to, and trust you’ll find a way back. 

Reflect:

7 Read Well
Stephen King says that “reading is the creative center of a writer’s life...you cannot 
hope to sweep someone else away by the force of your writing until it has been done 
to you.” Is that intimidating? We have to write well and read well?!

What do I enjoy in my everyday life?
When I get frustrated what helps me calm down?
In what other ways do I feel creative?
How can I make a task I have to do a place where I can also think 
about my story? 

Can you write in your car? 
Do you have a desk?
Do you need to clean off the dining room table and set up your 
laptop before you go to bed?
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We can reframe what our reading lives look like too. Reading does help us become 
better writers. But we do not have to tackle large tomes, read all the great works of 
literature, or hustle to join a book club to incorporate more reading. Maybe that is 
inspiring to you! That is okay too. Find a few ways that you can read well.

Reflect:

What am I reading? Do I enjoy reading? In what way can I challenge my 
reading life to make me a better writer?
Consider your access point to reading. If you don’t have time to sit down and 
read, are audiobooks an option?
Consider length: if you do not have the time or bandwidth to read long works, 
try a book of essays or poetry.
Consider form: do you like to be able to drop and read anywhere? Does that 
mean you need a Kindle app or other on your phone? Or would reading be 
more engaging for you if you had a hard copy in your hands?
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Now that you know 7 Simple Ways to create space for your writing, you are 
capable of drafting your first story. If you are ready to 

  Write with clarity & confidence
  Learn a creative nonfiction framework and add it to your writing toolbox 
  Receive generous feedback on your writing in a supportive community 

Then our course could be a great fit for you. Our Work of Words Course will 
run twice a year (Winter 2022 & Fall 2022). 

To Join our Waitlist Simply Click Here!

By joining our waitlist you will be the first to know all the details on course 
schedules (when doors open and close to join), events, and writing materi-
als. 

Writing offers you permission to pause, permission to process, and the per-
mission to pursue your story. In the end, the act of writing is a gift. 

Permission to Pursue your story!

LET THE WORDS work

https://view.flodesk.com/pages/613230a6d0d5896caac600ea

